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2018 Tradeshow Questions to Answer 

From 
The Data Science Group of Direct Hit Marketing 

 
When 2018 is over it will be viewed as the year of the Tipping Point for trade show managers moving 
away from their traditional marketing methods to one of a data-driven strategy and execution.  As 
Malcolm Galdwell wrote in his similarly titled book, there comes a time when the new trend becomes 
common practice.  Why does Direct Hit Marketing (DHM) feel this way?  Consider these three 
observations:  
 

• The number 2 issue as reported by the IAEE Future Trends report is Big Data.  This only follows 
issue #1 - Economic Outlook.  The number 3 issue reported is On-Site Data Capture.  Two of the 
top three issues for trade managers now involve data, and that is news. 
 

• The strategic use of data combined with new technologies and tools is now improving results 
and productivity in many industries.  These newer data-driven approaches are disrupting 
traditional businesses, and that will include the trade show industry in 2018.  
 

• Exhibitors are adapting data-driven marketing and sales approaches, and will want the trade 
show organizers to align and support these initiatives.  For shows that do not, exhibitors may 
deem the value and ROI metrics not sufficient to continue their participation. 

 
It’s not enough just to gather more data and think of it as Big Data and pass it to exhibitors.  It is also 
imperative to harness all this data to increase registration results and on-site up-selling for the benefit of 
all – exhibitors and attendees.  Consider this closed loop system that will become the norm for trade 
show organizations if not in 2015, very soon after.     
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What does DHM feel are data issues that are relevant to your show and/or convention?   
Since we’ve been at it for over 26 years and have learned a few things as to what needs to be defined 
before launching the marketing program.   These 21 probing questions should be asked and answered 
by all marketers when moving to the new data-driven trade show marketing model.  The questions are 
based on 30 trade shows held in 2017 and 2018 where we completed our Data Science Group’s in-depth 
cross-channel ROI analysis. 
 
6 Marketing Channel Performance Questions: 
 

1. How does my direct marketing channel performance compare well with other shows?  How 
are my channels producing relative to each other? What is my real cross-channel ROI? How 
can I Improve more overall show ROI by improving my marketing dollar allocation by channel? 
 

2. How many and what type of marketing touches does it take to generate a registration? 
 

3. How does each direct mail and e-mail marketing campaigns compare to each other?  Where 
should I invest more and where should I pull back? 

 
4. Is my segmentation strategy optimal? If not how can I improve it and/or what are other 

segmentations? 
 

5. What prospect lists should be tested to improve attendance?  What lists and segments are my 
top performing segments? Where can I find more prospects with a higher conversion rate? 

 
6. How much and what type of testing should I be doing by channel and combinations of 

channels? 
 
7 Attendance Dynamics and Profiling Questions: 

 
1. How responsive are different geographical areas to direct marketing efforts? If we use 

alternate venues how much does this change? How can I alter my direct marketing tactics to 
offset the impact of venue changes?  

 
2. What percent of my attendees are multi-year by number of years attended?  What is my 

repeat attendance factor compared to my new attendees.  Is it changing from year to year? 
 

3. How many people are attending from each geographical location? Is this increasing or 
declining? Does it vary based on the venue and timing of communications vs. registration 
discounts offered?  
 

4. How does my registration curve look and how can I use this to predict final estimated show 
attendance? 
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5. Where is my show growth or decline coming from? Is it repeat attending organizations or 
brand new organizations?  How does this breakout between association members vs. non-
members or other logical segments? 
 

6. How do I limit my marketing investment into non-responding organizations? 
 

7. What demographic and firmagraphic questions provide the best information for profiling 
attending organizations and individuals? 
 

 
5 Exhibitors and Education Questions: 

 
1. How can I grow exhibitor sales with data driven methods? What data collaboration efforts 

will add real value for my show(s) exhibitors and improve exhibitor growth and retention?  
What’s new in the marketing place that can help with exhibitor sales growth? 

 
2. How does my education or special event attendance percentages stack up against other 

trade shows?  Is this attendee revenue offsetting my direct marketing costs? 
 

3. How can I use registration data to drive seminar registration pre-show and on-site? 
 

4. How can I measure and grow my tradeshow education and special events revenue? 
 

5. How do I pinpoint the best attending organizations with the highest potential to up-sell 
our education and special event offerings? 

 
 
3 Tradeshow Master Marketing Database Questions: 

 
1. How and where do I to enhance my registration system and create a master marketing 

database? 
 

2. Should the database be internal or external? 
 

3. What should I be measuring to make the best data driven decisions? How do I avoid the 
pitfall of measuring activity and failing to measure results and ROI?  
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How can DHM help you not only answer these questions, but assist with your next show’s 
marketing strategy and planning process.  As in all such situations, it’s depends on several 
key factors: 

1. How much data and history do you currently have? 
 

2. What are your goals in terms of attendance and exhibitor participation? 
 

3. What economic results and metrics do you need? 
 

Of course, there are other factors that may be unique to your show or convention.  To 
provide our best advice and proposal as to how DHM can deliver results we offer our 
Trade Show Data Audit and Recommendations Report. 

Surprise, this no charge meeting and subsequent report does not obligate you to working 
with us.  What it will do is alert you to the opportunities and value contained in the new 
Data-Driven Trade show business model.   

Just call 303-666-0798 to arrange an initial meeting with our Data Science experts.  Ask for 
Steve Juedes. 

 


